
HANDWRITING ACTIVITIES FOR FIRST GRADE

Get a grip on first grade handwriting with first grade handwriting worksheets! Handwriting worksheets help kids write,
and practice spelling and grammar, too.

Carrot Read, Print, and Color - Read about carrots, color the picture, and write the word carrot. Printing Tip: If
a worksheet page does not appear properly, reload or refresh the. Primary Handwriting Practice worksheet -
Type in the words you would like your preschool or kindergarten child to practice and print. Read, Trace, and
Write Worksheets - This set of five worksheets requires students to read sentences in cursive then trace and
copy each sentence in cursive. Bloglovin Handwriting in the Elementary Classroom Ah, handwriting. When
completed, each book measures 4. It isn't free, but is a goes along with the program perfectly if you can afford
it. There is a total of twenty-six worksheets in this file, one for each letter of the alphabet. I think it is good to
start it once kids are at the point where they can easily sit and work on their own. In first grade, handwriting
should be an important focus. My kids use their iPads to work on this and it works perfectly. We all know that
our days are filled so easily with all the curriculum that needs to be taught. My students needed as much
guided practice as I could give them. Funny Fish Faces - Print the word fish and find two fish in the picture
that are the same. You may download the latest version of the free Adobe Reader here. Another great way to
practice handwriting is through apps. That way kids that were working in intervention groups could take what
they learned back to whole group. Cursive Practice worksheet - Students will practice writing uppercase and
lowercase letters in cursive on these twelve worksheets. I start out the school year by teaching my kids the
basics of the program and reviewing the strokes. Students will trace uppercase and lowercase letters and copy
more complex sentences. Cursive Practice - Two worksheets require students to trace then write uppercase and
lowercase letters in cursive script. Halloween Cursive Practice - Trace and write Halloween themed words in
cursive. Eventually the kids take off on their own and work at their own pace. We currently use Handwriting
Without Tears. Primary Trace and Print A to Z - Students will trace and print uppercase and lowercase letters,
copy simple sentences, and follow directions when coloring a picture. The program is not too hard to get
through and is very independent. Cursive Alphabet Practice - Students will trace and write uppercase and
lowercase letters A-Z when completing these twelve cursive practice pages. There are so many to pick from.
Printing Practice - Print each uppercase and lowercase letter once. Uppercase Alphabet Printing Practice -
Students will copy and print uppercase letters of the alphabet on colored lines. You may print these
handwriting worksheets for your own personal includes printing materials for your classroom ,
non-commercial use only. Trace and Print A to Z D'Nealian Style - Students will trace the uppercase and
lowercase letters, copy sentences, and follow directions when completing these twenty-six worksheets. I have
approached teaching handwriting in a variety of ways. As far as keyboarding, I do not start it until the late fall.
Now that I teach first grade, the kindergarten teacher does a great job at that and they come to me pretty
proficient. As they are working in their workbook, I walk around the room and check each page they
complete. Write Color Words in Cursive - First trace and then practice writing the names of colors in cursive.
Usually after a few explicit one on one lessons they correct their formation mistakes. You may also like.
Lowercase Alphabet Printing Practice - Students will gain valuable printing practice when they trace and print
the lowercase letters of the alphabet. So, I made a packet to send home. Our worksheets may not be saved
electronically or hosted on any other web site, blog, forum, etc. Perry Pelican Handwriting and Coloring
Worksheet - Students will practice reading and copy a sentence. I suggest to them to lay their iPad on the table
and type on it not propped up.


